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The key role Magyar Villamos Mûvek (MVM Rt.)
[Hungarian Power Companies Ltd.] plays in
Hungary’s electric power industry is demon-
strated by the fact that, even while operating as
a corporate group in a constantly changing
economy, it has been able to maintain a solid
sixth place in the country’s corporate rankings.
This position obliges MVM’s management and
employees to serve the interests of both the
current and future consumer partners in the
course of preparing for a competitive market.

Electric power is now omnipresent in our
everyday life. Just flip a switch and machinery
will start up, light will illuminate the room, or
the air conditioner will begin cooling. However,
in each flip of a switch lies the efforts of tens of
thousands of people working to ensure a stable
and reliable supply of electricity. Their work is
required so that we need not see how vulne-
rable this system can actually be and so that
Hungary does not experience a „California
Syndrome.” At MVM we build on our traditions
and experience going back several decades in
order to facilitate a balanced and continuously
developing market.

MVM is preparing for the new and competitive
market environment. The year 2001 passed in
this spirit. Apart from supplying our partners,
we searched for alternatives that could expand
our freedom of movement. It should be noted
that thanks to the efforts of our staff, we are
modernizing the district heating network of
Miskolc, one of the largest cities in Hungary, we
are establishing an ever expanding telecommu-
nications infrastructure, and we are improving
our commercial organization so as to also be
able to meet individualized requirements in the
competitive market.

In the interest of preparing for a competitive
market, the Company first of all established an

independent system dispatcher, which was set
on its own separate course in accordance with
EU requirements and Hungarian laws in order
to control the domestic electric power system as
an independent organization. The organizational
changes introduced last year at MVM were also
aimed at increasing our preparedness. We are
planning several further organizational changes
of a similar nature called for by the new Electric
Power Act, but at the same time we wish to
enhance the coherence that exists within the
MVM Group. For the benefit of our partners
and successful business we aim to take advan-
tage of the synergy inherent in this group of
companies based on power plants, the grid,
trade, and the relevant energy services.

MVM’s business for 2001, however, was not
all smooth sailing. Partly due to the pricing
regulations in force, and partly on account of
unique market initiatives made by our partners,
we only realized a modest profit. This meant
that not only did we have to rethink our internal
business management, but that support from
our shareholders proved essential.

Most of the legal disputes from previous
years, however, have been resolved to the satis-
faction of all parties concerned, generally with
out of court settlements that also take the
future competitive market into consideration, so
we have managed to eliminate considerable
potential financial claims against the Company.

MVM’s activities have always featured a sense
of social responsibility. This is not only demon-
strated by the fact that our environmentally-
conscious operations are now supported by ISO
9001 certification, but also by the fact that we
have received positive feedback regarding our
support for culture and our determined efforts
at resolving serious social problems.

Stability, safety, and reliability are part of our
daily work at MVM, which can only be ensured
by a considerable historical background in
Hungary. This experience is our guarantee of
reliability for all of our present and future
partners.

April 2002

Kálmán  Katona
President-CEO 
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Introduction by the CEO

Building the Future
from the Past
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Organizational

Structure
As of December 2001
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MVM Rt.’s
Business

Indicators Descr ipt ion 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Electric power purchased from

power plants, GWh 31,045 32,877 32,824 30,912 31,553

Electric power sold to power supply

companies, GWh 32,801 33,207 33,462 33,876 34,222

Import*, GWh 4,410 4,042 3,403 6,197 6,946

Export*, GWh 2,266 3,302 2,340 2,757 3,775

Balance, GWh 2,149 740 1,063 3,440 3,171

Profit on financial transactions, million HUF -66 1, 697 6,198 13,464 4,614

Development, million HUF 13,680 31,978 21,426 11,010 13,305

Income, million HUF 278,135 311,593 350,787 372,818 438,116

Costs and expenses, million HUF 284,078 309,692 340,040 360,534 428,653

Profit before tax, million HUF -5,943 1, 901 10,747 12,284 9,463

MVM Rt.’s balance sheet footing, million HUF 288,710 306,695 309,159 318,724 329,621

Number of employees 422 424 438 423 360

* These figures do not include electric power turnover under in-kind trade.
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The Board of
Directors’
Report on
Business,

2001 

Magyar Villamos Mûvek Részvénytársaság
(MVM Rt.) [Hungarian Power Companies Ltd.]
closed another successful business year in
2001, in spite of numerous unfavorable eco-
nomic conditions. The Company managed to
make a profit in excess of HUF 6 billion, which
is essentially equivalent to the target figure,
while its pre-tax profit amounted to HUF 9.5 bil-
lion, as opposed to the planned HUF 7.1 billion.

Partly with a view to influence the rate of
inflation, and partly due to sociopolitical con-
siderations, the government placed a limit on
the rate of price increase for electricity on 1 January 2001. The proportion of expenses
acknowledged as reasonable by the cost review of the Hungarian Energy
Administration, but not covered by the price, was accommodated through the reduction
of MVM Rt’s price margin. This reduction was increased by the pricing measures of 1
July 2001 to such an extent that the Company was compelled to set a negative price
margin in its business plan.

In this situation, the government made an extraordinary allowance of HUF 32.0 billion
available through ÁPV Rt., the State Privatization and Holding
Company, acting in its capacity as owner, in order to ensure the
Company’s liquidity. In the interest of the re-establishment of finan-
cial equilibrium and in addition to the above factors, the allowance
did not cover the outstanding balance owed as part of the ÁKD
(Price Differential Charge) on 31 December 2001, and a significant
profit was achieved by MVM Rt. at the operating level.

In addition to the successful pursuit of business, the Company ful-
filled the requirements specified in its operating license, fulfilled the
business objectives prescribed by the owner, and fully satisfied con-
sumer demands conveyed by the power companies.
Within the framework of CENTREL - a body involving the electric
power systems of the Visegrád states - MVM Rt. cooperates with
Western Europe's Union for the Coordination of Transmission of
Electricity (UCTE). Consequently, the Company fully carried out the
relevant system regulatory and cooperative membership duties.

Furthermore, the ISO 9001:1994 quality assurance system is in
place at the Company, and the ISO-14001:1996 environmentally-
focused management system has also been introduced.

The Company continued its participation in the preparation of the
new Electric Power Act. The ÜRIK program has also been completed
as part of the modernization of system dispatching.

The Company has taken effective measures to ensure successful
operations in the soon-to-be-liberalized electricity market, without

endangering the reliable provision of electric
power at an acceptable price to the consumers
who make use of this public utility.

A N N U A L   R E P O R T   2001
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KÁLMÁN KATONA

Chairman/Chief Executive Officer

Membership of
the Board of

Directors
31 December 2001

DR. MIKLÓS VIRÁG

Deputy Chief Executive Officer

CSABA BAJI DR. TAMÁS BÁN

DR. VILMOS BORDÁS BERTAL AN DICHÁZI DR. JÓZSEF HALZL

VILMOS HOLLÓ

DR. MÁRTON VÁGI

ZSOLT INCZE DR. GYUL A SZTRUHÁR
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The
Operations
of MVM Rt. 

The provisions of the Companies Act and the Articles of Incorporation determine

the organizational structure of MVM Rt.’s ownership, management, and supervi-

sory bodies, (General Meetings, Board of Directors, Supervisory Board, auditor),

as well as their operations. The Chairman/CEO manages the operations of the

Company.

The  organizational  units  under  the  direct  management  of  the

Chairman/Chief  Executive  Officer  are  as  follows:

Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Chairman’s Advisor 

Public Relations Department 

Internal Audit Department

Labor and Social Affairs Department

Human Resources and Training Department

Quality Assurance Department

Organizational  units  under  the  direct  management  of  the  Deputy  CEO

are  as  follows:  

Commercial Division

Division of Corporate Competition and Finance 

Strategy Division 

Information Technology Subdivision

Legal and Administration Department 

International Relations Department 

Environmental Protection Department

There  are  five  management  levels  within  the  hierarchy

of  the  organization:

• Chairman/CEO

• Deputy CEO

• Directors

• Deputy Directors, Chief Engineers

• Deputies of Chief Engineers, Heads of Departments

The operations of the Company are defined by the

Organizational and Operational Regulations (corporate by-

laws), the structure is described in the organizational chart.

The job descriptions include the individual tasks of each

employee.



1.0

1.1

1.0.1

The Operations of MVM Rt. 31 December 2001

The Deputy CEO is responsible for operational management. He manages the technical work of
the divisions, with primary responsibility for the direct supervision of four key specialized fields:
IT Development, Administration and Legal Affairs, International Relations, and Environmental
Protection.

The Chairman’s Advisor is responsible for supporting the activities of the Chairman/CEO. It is the
responsibility of the Chairman's Advisor to maintain and coordinate relationships with parliamen-
tary, governmental and civil establishments; harmonize the activities of the organizational units
reporting to the Chairman/CEO; maintain constructive labor relations; support the general interests
of the Company; supervise the work of the departments; and oversee special projects which require
the direct participation of the Chairman/CEO.

Chai rman’s  A dv isor
BÉ L A KALMÁR

Deputy  CEO
DR.  TA M Á S BÁN

Chai rman/Chie f  Execut ive  Of f i cer
KÁ L M Á N KATONA

The Chairman/CEO is responsible for applying the most effective management system to the over-
all operation of MVM Rt., including a personal commitment to making a successful transition to
the opening (liberalization) of the electric power market. The Chairman/CEO shall endeavor to
ensure that MVM is a strong national electric power supplier. The means by which the
Chairman/CEO can promote the Company’s competitiveness may include restructuring and reor-
ganizing the internal company culture, the Company's organization, and working methods. He
directly controls five departments, namely Communications, Internal Audit, Labor, HR, and Quality
Assurance.
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Az MVM Rt. mûködése

1.2

1.3

1.4

He is responsible for outlining a grid development strategy and for operating and maintaining the
grid and the power plants owned by MVM Rt. In this capacity, he oversees approved investments
and keeps contact with the international research institutes. He is responsible for the proprietary
and licensing supervision of the nuclear power plant. He operates the Company’s buildings, social,
sports, and other facilities, and is responsible for procuring any services required. He organizes,
coordinates, and verifies the privatization processes directed at certain investments of the
Company, in addition to exposing any new alternatives. He controls the Company’s asset and
portfolio management tasks. His work is supported by three chief engineers and ten departments.

The Corporate Competition and Financial Director is responsible for organizing the Company’s resources
for entry into the competitive market, as well as for developing and implementing a financial strategy
that supports profitable trade. In addition, he is responsible for controlling consolidated accounting
inside the Company and within the Corporate Group. He operates an efficiency and profitability incen-
tive system, and creates and implements an appropriate financial strategy for this purpose. He develops
and maintains the Company’s telecommunications systems. He also coordinates the IT activities of MVM
Rt. and the companies under its direct control. His work is supported by the deputy financial director,
the chief engineer of telecommunications, and eight departments.

S t rateg ic  Di rector
V I L M O S HOLLÓ

Corporate  Compet i t ion and Financ ia l  D i rector
Sándor  SPAKIEVICS

Commerc ia l  D i rector
DR.  KÁ R O LY GERSE

The Commercial Director is responsible for ensuring that systems work together, coordinating
system dispatching, and preparing time-sensitive agreements that regulate supply obligations. The
Commercial Director defines the policy which guides operational system control to satisfy
consumer needs and cost containment. He is responsible for preparing the Company for the opening
of the market and for the liberalization of the electric power industry. 
His work is supported by the Deputy Commercial Director, and five departments.
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Evaluation of
Activities 

Power Plants

The demand of the electric power system in 2001 was 39,316 GWh, which is slightly
over 2.5 % higher than the 2000 figure. The system’s actual installed capacity was
8,364.6 megawatts, in contrast with the target figure of 8,392.6 megawatts. This diffe-
rence was caused by a delay in the joining of the heat-supplying gas turbines of the new
Debrecen, Újpest, and Kazincbarcika (BorsodChem) power plants. The average peak con-
sumer load was a gross of 5,041.8 MW in the previous year, which was higher than both
the anticipated target figure and the year 2000 figures. This high capacity demand was
attributed to colder than average weather during the winter.

As the owner of Paksi Atomerõmû Rt. (Paks Nuclear Power Plant), MVM Rt. plays a
key role not only as a wholesaler,
but as a producer as well. It gene-
rated 14,126 GWh, which is 54
GWh less power than targeted.
Vértesi Erõmû Rt. (Vértesi Power
Plant) is also part of MVM Rt’s
power plant portfolio, and in 2001
it was authorized to spend HUF 1
billion for the technical preparation
and tendering of a proposed retro-
fit project (a reconstruction scheme
that is also aimed at reducing
harmful emissions).

The three secondary reserve gas turbine
power plants also operate directly under the
control of MVM Rt. These had to be established
as an obligation of UCTE membership, since
reserve capacities equivalent to at least the
capacity of one generating unit of the Paksi

Atomerõmû Rt. (Paks Nuclear Power
Plant) must be available pursuant to
the so-called „n-1 principle”. There
was relatively little need for the gas
turbine units at Litér, Sajószöged, and Lõrinci on account of the balanced operation of the
electric power system and MAVIR Rt’s professionally sufficient operations in 2001.

In addition to these, MVM Rt. has two 100 MW generating units at Inota, sharing the
site of Bakonyi Erõmû Rt. (Bakonyi Power Plant). These were shut down in 2000 and are
currently being scrapped. The task of the power plant chief engineering departments is
to partially recycle the site, and retain it for strategic purposes.

At the same time, as a capital investor, MVM Rt. holds a 25 % share in Mátrai Erõmû
Rt. (Mátrai Power Plant). With an installed capacity of 835 MW and built on the lignite
reserves of the foothills of the Mátra mountains, this power plant satisfies 10-13 % of the
country's electric power demand. Likewise, MVM Rt. also has interests as a capital
investor in Dunamenti Erõmû Rt. (Dunamenti Power Plant), which is headquartered in
Százhalombatta.



Grid

MVM Rt. devoted nearly HUF 5 billion over the last year to the improvement and reno-
vation of the transmission grid. Following the completion of the basic grid strategy
review in 2000, MVM’s Board of Directors approved a proposal for the construction
of a 400 kV connection to run between Békéscsaba and Sándorfalva in 2001. This was
necessitated on the one hand by the fact that the Company’s route license expires in
2002, and on the other hand by the impending fortification of connections on the
country’s southern border in anticipation of the Balkans joining UCTE. At the same
time, the proposed line will also improve the reliability of supply in the given region
by facilitating bilateral input.

The Board also resolved to construct a high voltage line between Pécs and Paks.
The safe supply of this region has been problematic since as recently as the early

1990’s, and certain times of the year require the „forced running” of Pécsi Erõmû Rt. (Pécsi Power
Plant), which entails extra costs for MVM Rt. The power plant’s operating license will expire at the
same time, and its coal-fired generating units will be closed down in 2004 for reasons of environ-
mental protection. This nearly 80 km power line figured in the grid development strategy of 1993,
along with associated substation development projects. Pursuant to the Board’s decision of last
year, the 400 kV connection must be on-line by late 2004. The groundwork may begin once the
route license has been obtained. Expected to cost around HUF 14 billion, this project was
approved by the Hungarian Energy Administration as well, being an indispensable development
project in terms of the reliability of the utility service. Consequently, its costs will be covered by the
price of electricity, in accordance with the pricing regulations that are in force.

The grid renovation program was launched last year. The reconstruction of the primary, (i.e.,
high-voltage), equipment at the Göd substation
was completed, and renovation work was started
on the secondary, (in other words control and safety
technology) facilities of Martonvásár, Zugló, and
Tiszalök. The expansion of the Békéscsaba 400/120
kV substation was completed by the end of the year,
as were the network connections of the Újpest
Power Plant. A new 220/120 kV transformer was
put into service here, which is required as an ope-
rational safety reserve.

Six transformer bases have been reconstructed
with a view to environmental concerns, and  four
220/120 kV transformers have been renovated. A
new transformer had to be put on-line because of
the rather hurried tempo of the reconstruction work.

Aimed at preventing the corrosion of power line
pylons, the Korell Project is underway in the mean-
time, in combination with the maintenance of the
pylon foundations. The application of a painted
anti-corrosion finish was sufficient in some places.
However, there were sites where pylon elements
had to be replaced. This project can be completed
by 2003 or 2004.

In 2001, MVM Rt. spent a sum of approximately
HUF 1 billion on the maintenance of substation
equipment and power lines.



System
Dispatching
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One of the key steps in preparing for the deregulation of
the power market was the establishment of the legally
autonomous Magyar Villamosenergia-ipari Rendszer-
irányító Rt. (MAVIR Rt.) [Hungarian Power System
Operator Company], which carried out its tasks last year
- as it will continue to do in 2002 - under license from
MVM Rt. as its „implementation assistant”. In spite of the
transitions that marked the last year, it ensured the safe
and unlimited operations of the Hungarian energy
system in full.

The parent company, MVM Rt., not only provided
MAVIR Rt. with the equipment necessary for performing
its activities - partly through the transfer of property but
predominantly through rentals - and essentially financed
its operation. Within the scope of a large-scale project, it

started preparing the subsidiary for operation under competitive market conditions.
The year 2001 saw the completion of Phase 2 of the Modernization of The Operational Control

System Project (ÜRIK), finally bringing the standard of the operational control system in Hungary
totally up to date. On account of the new IT system’s enhanced capacity, it is able to model the
impact of decisions in a fraction of the time formerly required, and supplies a wider range of more
detailed and wider-ranging, albeit systematic, information to the dispatchers more quickly. At the
same time, an auxiliary system dispatching center has also been established under the program,
which is capable of operating the Hungarian electric power system’s basic functions. Only minor
additional work will be needed to meet the system dispatching demands of a competitive market.

Last year, on account of the fact that
MVM Rt’s foreign power trading was more
active than previously, MAVIR Rt. also had
more tasks and had to conduct more inter-
national trade and/or transit transactions
than ever before, primarily in the North/South
direction. These afforded an excellent oppor-
tunity to prepare for a competitive market.



Trading

In its plans for 2001, MVM Rt. calculated for an approximately 2 percent drop in electric power
sales, taking into consideration the fact that several new units had been established within the
service areas of the power companies, all of which either serve direct sales or custom production.
The Debrecen combined cycle power plant, BorsodChem Rt’s own industrial power plant, and
several smaller natural gas-fired engines have all been put into service, with an overall capacity of
some 80 MW. 

The cold winter, however, resulted in a greater electric power demand than expected. With the
proliferation of air conditioning equipment and climate control technology, consumption grew in
the summer as well, in accordance with increased cooling demands. Thus, compared on the whole

to the year 2000, MVM Rt’s overall electricity sales grew by more than 3 percent. 
A new pricing regulation cycle began on 1 January 2001. Taking the government’s

inflation curbing policy into account, the Ministry of Economic Affairs established base-
line prices that failed to cover even the Company’s justified costs. A subsidy of HUF 40
billion was required to offset this. The Company’s business was hard hit by the fact that
the baseline prices were considered unfair by the power companies as well, and they
consequently only made partial payments on their dues to MVM Rt. for five months. As
a result of an agreement made with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, outstanding ba-
lances were settled in full. However, on 1 July 2001 another price adjustment which
entrenched a negative price margin caused a HUF 7.1 billion deterioration in MVM Rt’s
position. In other words, the Company paid more for the electricity received from the

power plants than it received for the same electricity from the power companies. The Company
received a government subsidy of HUF 32 billion in contrast with the HUF 47.1 billion it had
requested for this reason.

In 2001, MVM Rt. sold 34,222 GWh of power to the power companies, 346 GWh more than
in 2000, the reference year. The increase in electric power quantities actually sold in 2001 relative
to the previous year was 1.02 %. Calculating the average base price at slightly more than HUF 10,
the Company realized HUF 345.1 billion in sales to domestic power companies.

The quantity of electric power purchased domestically grew by 641 GWh in 2001, partly due
to an increase in export sales. The Ministry of Economic Affairs modified the power plant prices on
two occasions: 8 January and 8 July. The average purchase price rose to HUF 1.1627 per kWh,
and purchasing costs rose by nearly HUF 42 billion, exceeding HUF 318 billion.

In the course of its foreign trade activities, the Company endeavored to utilize the advantages
of the market deregulation that had taken place in the region, as well as any transit and sales
opportunities. Quantitatively speaking, it realized a greater number of smaller transactions than
earlier, most of them being „spot” (immediate) purchases and sales. As a result of all these factors,
the number of MVM Rt’s contacts in the foreign market grew significantly. More previously
unknown trading companies had come forward.

Through Enron Europe’s mediation, MVM was able to appear in markets where it was formerly
unable to sell electricity. However, the American giant’s demise leads everyone to exercise caution,
and it is good reason to review the risk management methods employed. It took the European
market only 24 hours to regain ground following Enron's failure, and many participants were able
to continue pursuing trading activities at their former or even better positions.

The foreign trade balance in 2001 was 3,171 GWh, with imports and exports experiencing
growths of 12 % and 37 %, respectively. Quantities purchased strictly for export sales purposes
accounted for an important share of the imports. Delivery to Austria’s ÖVG, as a repayment obli-
gation relating to the Nagymaros Dam project, continues to dominate among the exports, with a
greater than 31 % share.

The Board of Directors approved the Company’s trade strategy in October 2001. This strategy
applies to, among other things, regulation, utility-related and competitive trade, the relationship
between MVM Rt. and MAVIR Rt., and to infrastructure development. This program was launched
with the passing of the new Act on Electric Power. 
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The New Electric
Power Act

The new Act on Electric Power was passed by Parliament on 18 December 2001. The law enters
into force on 1 January 2003, though some of its provisions are effective from as early as February
2002. Thus, for example, Magyar Villamosenergia-ipari Rendszerirányító Rt. (MAVIR Rt.) has been
under the direct control of the Ministry of Economic Affairs since that time. The system dispatcher,
which was created from Országos Villamos Teherelosztó (National Electric Distributor, OVT) on
1 January 2001 and operates as a member of the MVM Group, has been handed over, and
pursuant to the government’s decision, the state privatization body Állami Privatizációs és
Vagyonkezelõ Rt. will compensate the Company for this handover
through a portfolio swap.

According to the new power market regulations, the pegged
price utility market will continue after liberalization, in which MVM
Rt. and the regional power companies will continue to be subject
to a supply obligation. Within a free market, the authorized con-
sumers must ensure that their power requirements are met,
through direct procurement from either the producers or the
wholesalers. In line with the relevant European laws, the new
statute guarantees free access to the transmission networks.
However, the rates will fall into the pegged price category.

The Electric Power Act prescribes the separation of activities
and a transition to divisional operation. In the case of both MVM
Rt. and the power companies, utility service must be legally sepa-
rate from sales in a competitive market, while the grid companies
need to be treated independently only in terms of accounting policy. As a transitional provision,
the Act allows MVM Rt.’s utility trading company to sell its surplus capacities on the competitive
market. In this case, however, it waives the transition-related costs associated with the quantities
in question.

Given that this is a framework law, the competitive laws and several issues relating to the ope-
ration of the new power market model must be regulated through governmental and ministerial
decrees. This will include, among others,  the principles and methods of settlement on the utility
market. From the viewpoint of MVM Rt., it is vitally important that the Company’s circumstances
not deteriorate any further under the new scheme. 

Experts have unanimously stated that, in the event that the new alternatives created by the
deregulated market are taken
advantage of, (one of the first
sign of which will be partici-
pation in the heat supply mar-
ket), MVM Rt. can turn dere-
gulation to its advantage. It
will be crucial, however, for
the prices on the utility mar-
ket to cover all costs arising in
the public utility sphere, since
after EU accession it will no
longer be possible to offset
the effects of anti-inflation
policies through government
subsidies.



Telecommunication 

The telecommunication development project continued through 2001. Its schedule and to some
degree its technical content were to be amended, due to an unforeseeable shortage of optical
cable on the world market and the consequent reduction in the ability to supply same, as well as
due to a significant increase in price - an increase in excess of 100 percent. In addition to upgrading
the network last August, the call for tenders for the supply of system devices has also been closed.
Practically all major European suppliers had come forward, of whom the offer from the Austrian
company Kapsch proved the most advantageous in terms of both price and technical content.
Delivery commenced virtually immediately upon the signing of the contract. Parallel to this, measure-
ments were performed on sample networks in Hungary in October and November 2001.

Installation commenced at the
substations as well.

The telecommunication
development project was
required in part because MVM
Rt. deemed that the simplest
and most cost-effective way of
meeting its special telecom-
munication needs was to roll
out its own network. In order
to protect the basic grid, spe-
cial connections are needed
which may not be utilized for
years. However, millions of

HUF in losses can be averted if these connections are in place. An external service provider would
not undertake this task, or would only perform it at extremely high costs. Moreover, the network
must meet special security criteria as well; for example, every facility must be accessible from at
least two points as a result of the telecommunications development project.

The so-called „protective conductors” of the power lines afford an opportunity for expansion
with optical cable. A digital data transmission network of unlimited size can be set up, which, apart
from meeting the communication requirements of MVM Rt. and the electric power sector, has
significant reserve capacities. Thus, as a result of this succession of projects, there is an advanced
telecommunication network at the disposal of the sector (the significance of which will be
particularly appreciated after market deregulation, as experts say that liberalization will multiply
communication demands). Furthermore, the sale of free capacities will provide MVM Rt. with new
business opportunities.

The Company has entered into negotiations with Hungarian mobile telephone service
providers concerning the placement of telecommunication antennas on power line pylons. As well
as providing new business for MVM Rt., this will simplify be the tasks of the communication companies
in regions where no new antenna towers are allowed to be constructed for environmental reasons. 
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Heat Supply

Prior to the privatization of the power industry which took place in the mid-1990’s, power
companies, as the owners of coal-fired heating plants, played a key role in the country's district
heating service.

The currently operating coal-fired heating plants must
be phased out by 2004 at the latest, and the local author-
ities must find a solution to replace them by that time.
According to an estimate made by MVM Rt.’s Board of
Directors, many of the communities concerned are unable
to manage this problem. However, the Company possess-
es not only the required technical skills, but investment
and implementation capacities, as well as operating expe-
rience, all of which can be utilized. At the same time, in
keeping with European experience, cogeneration is
expected to benefit from subsidization.

On the basis of the above points, the Board decided in
early 2001 to return to the heat supply market by taking
advantage of the opportunities provided by the new
Electric Power Act. The Company participated in three local government tenders. It placed second
in Kazincbarcika and in Tiszaújváros, and it was the awarded bidder in Miskolc for the upgrade of
the city’s district heating system.

The project will be realized in two phases. First of all, three gas engines will be put on-line at
three sites, with respective electric power outputs of 20
MW, 4 MW, and 1 MW. The first one will be put into service
in November 2002, while the other two by March 2003.
Thus, approximately 30 % of the town’s heating energy
needs (primarily the demand for hot water), will be met. The
gas engines will be put on-line as MVM Rt.’s own project.
However, it will establish a joint project company with the
local government-owned Miskolc heat supplier for the oper-
ation of the engines, in which MVM Rt. will have a 75 % stake,
and the heat supplier will have a 25 % stake. The second
phase of the project will be executed by this joint-venture.

A combined cycle power plant with an electric
capacity of 100 MW will be established at the Borsod
County seat in order to provide full heat supply services. It
is scheduled to go on-line by late 2005. Through the
upgrade of the heat supply system in Miskolc and later
through participation in the new system, MVM Rt. will have
a 6 % share of the nationwide district heating market.

This project is a fine example of how MVM is able
to diversify successfully into new areas by banking on its
comprehensive experience gained in energy policy, and by
taking advantage of the latent opportunities that lay within
the corporate group.



Information
Technology

Those IT development projects already in progress continued over the past year, including the
expansion of the structured network, as well as software and hardware procurements. The IT
development projects of the previous year were essentially aimed at setting up a system that
would support business processes. The projects were not aimed primarily at expanding the port-
folio of applications used, but rather as infrastructure development. The raising of the operational
integrity of the IT systems to a specified level and the ability to maintain them at that level was at
the focus of these development projects. At the same time, the objective was to set up an
infrastructure that facilitated the IT support of business processes at the corporate level, at a finan-
cially acceptable expenditure of resources.

The SAP business management system has been upgraded, entailing not only the upgrade of
the system and its custom-developed applications, but also the full replacement of the entire
hardware and operating systems. Long-term requirements, including the tasks associated with
market deregulation, were taken into consideration during the planning of the upgrade project.
The establishment of  bank terminal connections through the SAP system was initiated.

Thus MVM’s internal IT systems have been standardized, which can be considered as a mile-
stone in the Company’s IT history. Phase One of the document management system has been
completed, and by utilizing the document management module, the Company has modernized its
registration of contracts.

In parallel with the above, preparations for the reorganization of the IT hierarchy have begun.
The objective was to set up an organization that would function as an internal service provider of

measurable quality that caters
to MVM Rt.’s individual divi-
sions. The standardization of
the IT system through the use
of the Windows 2000 operat-
ing system was the first phase
of the project. This latter step
concurrently provided resour-
ces for operations within work-
groups, which will become
particularly important with
market deregulation. This is
significant because, according
to the experts, once the mar-
ket opens up, normal opera-
tions will become more project-
like, whereby the various units
will need to collaborate. The
effectiveness of this collabora-
tion will partly rely on the
quality of IT support. 



International
Business

MVM Rt. is developing a wide range of international contacts in
the power industry, and it endeavors to be represented in inter-
national organizations which are active in relevant fields. With the
anticipated opening of the electric power market and EU acces-
sion, these relationships are continually re-evaluated. On account
of its size and activity, the Company’s operation will be influenced
to a major extent by changes in Community law and by processes
going on within the sector, while its freedom of movement will be
impacted by the law harmonization involved in accession.

In light of the market changes soon to be felt in Hungary,
including pending liberalization and the preparation for joining the
uniform EU power market in the future, EURELECTRIC member-
ship seems to be of key importance. MVM has a significant pre-
sence on the committees in Brussels representing the interests of
the electric power industry, which means that not only MVM Rt.
itself, but also its individual divisions are directly informed about
the plans and measures by the decision-making bodies in Brussels.

At the same time, MVM's experts consider it a major success
that after 11 years of intense professional and diplomatic activity,

Hungary became a full member of UCTE last year, along with the rest of the CENTREL members.
The first pilot parallel operation with the Western European electric power system took place in
October 1995, and the Visegrád four, (i.e., the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, and Hungary)
became associate members of UCTE as of 1 January 1999. UCTE primarily coordinates the operat-
ing rules of the so-called „synchronous area” and the high-voltage connections with neighboring
countries’ grids. It regularly evaluates the reliability of the system it is working with, monitors the
expansion of the synchronous area, and coordinates mutual technical and operational assistance
among the system dispatchers. Full membership constitutes a recognition of the Hungarian
electric power system’s operating standard, and represents, to a certain extent, a guarantee for
business partners.

Participation in CENTREL shall remain important irrespective of UCTE membership. The organi-
zation was set up for the Visegrád countries, expressly for preparing them for UCTE membership.
The basic task of CENTREL remains the optimization of electric power production and transmission
capacities through organizational and technical solutions. It seeks to facilitate mutual assistance
and electric power exchanges, to ensure reliable parallel operation of the member states’ systems,
and to develop their transmission grids. In addition, the organization obviously devotes attention
to following EU legislative changes.

Membership in SUDEL, the organization of Southeastern European UCTE members, and in
ETSO, the Organization of European System Operators, is equally important for MVM Rt. The lat-
ter was established in 1999 pursuant to the EU Directive providing for the deregulation of the elec-
tric power market, for the benefit of removing the barriers to international electric power trading.

In addition to the work being done in international organizations, the Company considers the
promotion of bilateral relations important. In this spirit, there have been senior executive meetings
with Slovakia, Croatia, Slovenia, the Ukraine, and Romania last year regarding the possibilities of
collaboration. Several subsequent professional committees have been set up with the Croatian and
Slovakian partners. The constant development of regional relationships and international collabo-
ration is particularly important for Hungary because, owing to its geopolitical situation, the
country is unavoidable in terms of European power trade. This entails tasks for MVM Rt. on the
one hand, and considerable business opportunities on the other. 
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Environmental
Protection

MVM Rt. received certification during the
course of a quality assurance audit last year,
indicating that it is compliant with the ISO
14001 environmentally-focused quality
management system specifications. This
means that, as the key company in
Hungary’s electric power industry, it recog-
nizes the importance of environmental pro-
tection and sustainable development, as well as their economic and social significance as funda-
mental assets. By introducing an environmentally-focused management system and applying new
technologies, (as well as continuously improving the present ones), the Company is committed to
saving energy, making the exploitation of natural resources more reasonable and thereby decreas-
ing the burden on the environment. It agrees not only to fulfill its obligations as formulated in the
active rules of law, but to take a proactive approach in meeting domestic and international
requirements. At the same time, it employs „green” and state-of-the-art technology in the course
of preparing and planning its capital projects in order to  meet local and regional environmental
demands.

In parallel with the adoption of the environmentally focused management system last year, the
sealing of transformer bases was continued. This work was done at eight substations in combina-
tion with technical refits, on a total of 13 units. HUF 443 million was devoted to this purpose out
of last year’s HUF 500 million environmental protection project fund.

Environmental clean-up projects also continued in accordance with the resolutions adopted by
the Environmental Authorities. Measures were taken in 2001 in Zugló and Sajószöged.
Groundwater monitoring wells were drilled at the Göd and Debrecen facilities, while soil and
groundwater pollution assessment and risk analysis has taken place at Litér and in Dunaújváros.

In 2001, the Company signed voluntary environmental protection agreements with several
national park directorates affected by grid facilities, the pur-
pose of which is to comply and enforce compliance with
environmental protection and nature conservation consi-
derations over the course of the development and operation
of the power lines constituting the national grid. The grid
facilities are unique in that they were designed to have an
extensive lifetime, lasting for at least 50 years.
Environmental regulations, standards, and conditions may
change substantially during that time, therefore, constant
technical development should ensure that these facilities will
always meet the changing technical and environmental
standards over the course of their useful lifetime. Since cer-
tain elements of the grid, such as power lines, can occupy
large areas because of their safety zone, local environmental
authorities should be consulted in the course of planning
and implementing any work on the grid, and efforts should
be made to disturb the environment as little as possible with
such activity. The Company aims to conclude such agree-
ments with eight of the nine national parks in Hungary.
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The measurement of
the PCB content of the oil
in oil-containing equip-
ment in substations has
begun. According to the
relevant EU regulations,

this heavily toxic substance must be removed from the oil used as coolant in transformers by 2010.
Over the long term, PCB clean-up entails the procurement of new units on the one hand, and the
neutralization of the hazardous waste extracted from the current units on the other hand.

In 2001, MVM Rt. established an Environmental Protection Club, the first meeting of which was
opened by Michael Lake, the EU's Ambassador to Hungary. The Company donated HUF 2 million
to events taking place in conjunction with World Environment Day, and through a tendering
process, 17 communities were able to provide nightly illumination for their architectural treasures. 



Quality
Management

Last year MVM was granted, in addition to its ISO 9001 quality assurance certificate, ISO 14001
certification for  its environmentally-friendly operation, valid for a further three years. All of this
happened at a time of nearly constant transition for the Company. In other words, the quality

assurance and environmentally-focused
management systems had to be updated
constantly. This will apply for the future as
well.

At the same time, transformation
provided an excellent opportunity to
commence evaluation and prepare for
operations according to the business
excellence model. Under such circum-
stances, new principles and expectations
can be incorporated in a  new model
right from the start, without having to
retune a long-used system and organiza-

tion. Thus, the Company’s self-assessment program was launched in the second half of last year
along with the dual audit, which is a prerequisite to successful aspiration for the European Quality
Award within a few years.

The program is aimed at evaluating the operational processes of MVM Rt. with the participa-
tion of internal and external experts, indicating and establishing the points of measurement/-
checking and the evaluation methods that are necessary to
ensure that operations are in line with domestic and
European models of excellence.

The Quality and Environmental Protection Board defined
ten subject groups under the program. Thus management,
strategy and policy, personnel and the events related to
them, partnerships and resources, processes, results related
to buyers, social results, key performance indices, and IT
issues are all assessed independently. An independent coor-

dination team was also set up for
the purpose.

Pursuant to the Board's decision, consideration shall be given in the
course of executing the project to ensure that the self-assessment
process is in line with the integrated quality and environmental mana-
gement system, and that these rating and assessment criteria serve as
the basis of self-assessment. At the same time, the system must be
adapted to MVM Rt.’s prevalent organizational and operational features,
its accounting and controlling system, computer database, and commu-
nication channels. The rating system to be used in the course of self-
assessment should take advantage of the features of the computer net-
work, allowing all employees of the company to submit their ballots. By
making use of the Internet, the external parties, authorities, and partners
involved should also be able to tender relevant votes. Furthermore, the
management as well as the quality and environmental control officers
must be able to fully review the system. 
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Personnel Policy

In conjunction with the implementation of the new Act
on Electric Power and preparations for a deregulated
market, there were several personnel policy tasks for
MVM Rt. last year. Personnel resources had and still
have to be created in order to carry out several new
tasks in a number of areas, and the professional staff
departing with the newly independent MAVIR Rt. also
had to be replaced. Staffing requirements have grown,
primarily in the trading, environmental, and quality
assurance areas, and they will continue to do so in the
future.

The average age of MVM Rt.’s employees is 47
years, indicating that new, young recruits will be
needed in any case. The recruitment of new graduates
remains a priority, with employees with post-secondary
education currently accounting for 54 % of the total. 

Special attention is still paid to keeping skilled and
professionally experienced experts at the Company.
This goal is served, for example, by a dynamic training
system. Language training is still a key objective, one
that is accessible to all employees. Successful language examinations are acknowledged in salary
supplements. MVM Rt. supports not only its grantees in obtaining their degrees, but also helps
them to acquire postgraduate degrees. The Company provides an opportunity for voluntary
participation in MBA training.



As the owner exercising direct control, ÁPV Rt. defines salary management for
the Company. The intermediate level wages and benefits agreement of the electric
power industry for 2001, concluded on 17 February 2001, allowed a 2.75
percent rise in wages in real terms on top of the rate of inflation forecast. Based
on the survey in December, ÁPV Rt. eventually approved a wage increase of

12.15 percent. 
In addition to a guaranteed

monthly wage, there is a wide
range of additional social bene-
fits that can prove attractive,
including free medical service
and several specialized medi-
cal services. An annual budget
of HUF 220,000 per person for
2001 is still available, and
employees are free to choose

from among a number of alternatives for how to utilize these
funds. The list of alternatives includes health insurance and
pension fund fees, contributions to housing (rental or pur-
chase), training support, and contributions to transportation
costs. In addition, MVM Rt. paid a fixed monthly amount for
each employee into the industrial health insurance fund and
the voluntary pension fund last year. Vacation options also fig-
ure among the social benefits, with the Company maintaining
resorts in Rovinj, Croatia and in Siófok, Hungary, as well as the
Blue Danube Boat-house in Budapest, which is also suitable for
leisure purposes. The latter also serves as a venue for corporate
retraining courses, such as weekend intensive language
courses, and even
for professional
conferences.
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Public Relations

Regarding MVM Rt.’s internal and external PR activity, the Board of Directors has expressed the
expectation that such activities should effectively support the firm's general objectives and trade
strategy, and flexibly adapt to the rapidly changing circumstances in anticipation of the opening of
the market. PR had to and will continue to have to play an active role in the successful implemen-
tation of the Company's enterprises and projects, and in the achievement of personnel policy targets.

In the above spirit, image restructuring took place in 2001 which reflects a definitive and dis-
tinct presence. The transition will partly serve as preparation for a period when the fresh tasks

required by the new competitive conditions must be managed.
This entails, among other things, the fortification of a powerful
national public utility’s image stemming from the sector’s
restructuring expected from market deregulation and a shift in
MVM's place and weight on that market. In addition, it must
promote the new group management model, participation in a
competitive market, and the Company’s appearance in new
areas such as district heating, telecommunication, and power
plant construction.

The most important task within the newly-forming area of
marketing communication is to create a brand name that is
inseparably tied to the future holding company, based on which
MVM can be unmistakably identified both domestically and
abroad, and which reflects the corporate group’s strengths.

An online presence has been and continues to become an increasingly important element of
internal communication, one which has also undergone a transformation in 2001. Web solutions
are spreading at a dramatic pace, not only in the electric power industry, but also in the communi-
cations going on between various organizations. When drafting its web communication strategy,
MVM endeavored to avoid the mistake of having technical solutions supercede their application
theory. The Company’s online strategy goes beyond supplying information,
and essentially aims to use virtual reality as a 21st century tool for corporate
management.

An environmentally conscious approach and activities, quality controlled
management that follows environmental considera-
tions, social responsibility, and a specifically targeted
sponsorship role have become salient features of the
corporate image within the fields of quality culture,
the preservation of values, and sport. In addition, it is
also important to emphasize the value of belonging to
the MVM Group for both individuals and for companies.

Over the course of a status assessment performed in 2000, it was established that significantly
more people were familiar with the Company than indicated by the results of an opinion poll
conducted in 1999. The measure of recognition is consistent for a company that for the time being
has no direct buyer relationships. There are, however, certain deficiencies evident regarding the
facts relating to MVM’s activities. Consequently, over the last year, one of the key purposes behind
PR activities has been familiarizing as wide a public as possible with the activities, objectives, and

interests of the corporate group, in accordance with the Company’s
range of tasks and its current and future roles. This will apply for the
future also.



In its sponsorship policy, the Company formulated principles whereby MVM Rt.’s role in Hungary's
economy, its social and environmental responsibility, and its sensitivity to social problems shall be
asserted at all times during sponsorship. However, as a state-owned company, it should keep a
low profile.

The reversal in 2001 of the trend typical
to the sponsorship of previous years was a suc-
cessful development. Now long-term contracts
that can be organically integrated into the
communication strategy have come to the
forefront as opposed to various subsidies being
given priority out of turn. The Sponsorship
Board played a greater role than it had formerly,
judging (as in previous years) the applications,
(i.e., long-term cooperative contracts), on the
basis of a sponsorship strategy approved by the
MVM Board of Directors as part of the PR plan.

In the course of its sponsorship activities
for 2001, the Company took into account that,
consistent with its size and role as a „good
citizen”, MVM Rt. must also support social
causes whose impact may only be felt by society
in the long term. Thus, the promotion of the
development of a knowledge-based society,

prominent participation in the sponsorship of
higher education, an active sense of responsi-
bility for not only its own employees, but for
socially underprivileged social groups in areas
relating to the corporate group's profile, par-
ticipation in the work of foundations working
for the benefit of communities, support of the
development of a civil society, and collabora-
tion with non-profit organizations were all
key considerations in judging the granting of
support. This includes ad-hoc commitments in

overcoming individual difficulties, active personal
or financial support in natural disasters or
emergencies, participation in preserving cultural
heritage, and, last but not least, influencing the
internal corporate culture to accept the above
activities.

Social
Responsibility
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MVM Rt. has been sponsoring the work
of the Budapest  University  of  Technology
and  Economics for several years now,
devoting a significant amount of money to
this cause last year through the Pro Progressio
Foundation. This was the first time the
Company was able to enter a cooperative
agreement that enabled it to continuously
monitor the utilization of funding. The agree-

ment with the Budapest
University  of  Economics is
effective for three years, which
the university will use to spon-
sor professorial scholarships.

Our social responsibilities
also involved helping areas that
were hard hit by flooding.
MVM Rt. made the renovation
of a religious  monument  in
Bereg possible, in collabora-
tion with the Reformed Church
and the local Historic Monu-

ment Conservation Board.
The Company’s sponsorship strategy treats the preservation

of national cultural heritage as a priority. The Company supported the
renovation of the Franz  Liszt  Music  Academy’s floor and seat
rows, the Budapest  Summer  Opera  Festival, and the events of the
Haydn  Week  in  Fertõd. 

MVM Rt. has expanded its sponsorship to cover sporting
events, and in late 2001 joined the popular sport sponsorship
program called „Magyar  Csapat” [Hungarian  Team].



The legislative changes associated with the impending deregulation of the electric power industry
will entail many obligations for the sector's companies, though many major organizational changes
already took place in 2001 and many are currently underway. Apart from fulfilling the provisions
of the new Electric Power Act, everyone involved is striving to achieve an organizational form or
model that best promotes successful activity on the competitive market. MVM Rt. began years in
advance to compile international experience relating to the opening up of the market to the EU.

Established in the autumn of 2000 from the national electric power distributor, Magyar
Villamosenergia-ipari Rendszerirányító Rt. operated as an independent legal entity from 1 January
2001 under license from MVM Rt., as its so-called „implementation assistant”. 

MVM Rt.’s organizational structure had otherwise changed three times during 2001. First of
all, the status of the directorate formerly in charge of system dispatching had to be adjusted to the
new situation as of 1 January. Secondly, MVM’s Board of Directors added the position of Deputy
IT Chief Engineer to the organizational unit of the Information Technology Directorate for the pur-
pose of general substitution of the Chief IT Engineer and with a view to coordinating, controlling,
and supervising the IT development efforts at the SAP level. Thirdly, on 1 July 2001, the tasks that
were until then the responsibility of four directorates were reorganized to be managed by three
chief organizational units: the Commercial, the Economic, and the Asset Management Directorates
(See page 8). The organizational unit formerly known as the Directorate of Strategic Issues has
ceased to exist.

At the same time, an organizational development and control project has been underway, the
primary purpose of which is to ensure appropriate conditions and a plan for division-based ope-
ration, as prescribed in the Act on Electric Power. Defining the manner and framework by which
the parent company exercises its control within the corporate group by taking advantage of the
rules of law applicable to business associations is a task that will allow the new organization to
comply with the rules and decrees applicable to the electric power market, and will ensure a true
holding-type operation.

Reorganization
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With Resolution No. 114/2001 (XII. 29.), the management ordered the amendment of the
Organizational and Operational Code of MVM Rt. as of 1 January 2002. Pursuant to the
amendment, the scope of organizational units under the direct supervision of the Chief
Executive Officer of MVM Rt. will be extended to include the „Safety Directorate”. In keeping
with the determination of the job profile, spheres of competence, and responsibilities of the
Safety Director, the job profile, spheres of competence, and responsibilities of other orga-
nizational units underwent a corresponding limitation.

In mid 2002, MVM Rt.’s modified Organizational and Operational Regulations came into
effect which, in the spirit of preparation for the market opening, modified the structure of
the company. The new by-laws include several modifications which move the company to
more effective internal procedures and a more reasonable operation organization, and, at the
same time, they can be considered new steps taken in the direction of a divisionally structured
operation. The creation of the position of the Commercial Deputy Chief Executing Officer is
another step to establish the organizational structure required for being successfully present
in the free competitive market. The place of the Information Technology Subdivision was con-
firmed in the organizational structure which will control, in a harmonized manner, the three
independent organizational unit reflecting, in a better way, the new internal work
procedures in order to underline the servicing business of the company. 

The main operational units of MVM Rt. are controlled by the Senior Deputy Chief
Executive Officer. In his management activities, the economical and asset management operations
are clearly sepa-rated. the Senior Deputy Chief Executive Officer has a direct control on strategic and
regulatory issues. 

The performance of legal, human resource, communication, environmental protec-
tion and quality assurance tasks related to the operations of the whole company is directly
controlled by the Senior Chief Executive Officer. 

The Chief Executive Officer of MVM Rt., until 6 February 2002 - the date of effect for the
contract on the transfer of MAVIR shares - gave an authorization of representation to the
Minister of Economic Affairs to ensure that the owner’s rights can be exercised, excluding the
rights to transfer or encumber the shares of the Company.

Pursuant to a resolution adopted by the Court of Arbitration, the electric power supply cont-
ract between MVM Rt. and ÖVG shall cease at the end the same year that the debt of the
state will be finally settled. After the decision of the Court of Arbitration, the parties concerned
estimated that, considering the current amount of the debt, this will happen in late 2002. In
May 2001, ÖMV notified MVM Rt. that as a consequence of savings revealed in the core cont-
ract, the amount of debt proved to be less than expected and that measures were taken at
Creditanstalt Bank to credit the amount. As the issue is related to the state debt, MVM Rt.

requested a statement of position
from the Ministry of Finance and a
presentation of the legal grounds of
the abovementioned credit from
ÖVG. ÖVG has yet to present the
legal grounds in detail, and they
notified MVM Rt. in December 2001
that upon full settlement of the
debt, it will accept no more electric
power as of 1 January 2002. There-
fore, for the time being, electric
power delivery is at a standstill. The
Ministry of Finance is now formula-
ting its statement of position.



2002: The Year So Far 

AES Summit Generation Limited (AES) filed a claim for environmental pollution on 22 December
2000. Arbitration proceedings were instigated in the case. The aggregate claim for damages filed
by AES amounts to USD 10 million. The arbitration proceedings, in line with the agreement of 19
December 2001 between the parties,  have been suspended until 19 June 2002. The parties may
negotiate a settlement of the dispute before that date.

Court action is underway, initiated by Euroinvest Erõmûfejlesztõ és Üzemeltetõ Kft.,
Transelektro Erõmûfejlesztõ és Üzemeltetõ Kft., Euroinvest Közép-európai
Befektetési Rt., and Transelektro Kereskedelmi Kft. as plaintiffs, versus ÁPV Rt.
and MVM Rt. as defendants, before the Permanent Court of Arbitration affi-
liated with the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry on account
of the non-execution of a share transfer contract entered into by the litigat-
ing parties in 1997. The plaintiffs filed claim for losses amounting to nearly
HUF 2 billion. According to the legal position taken by the plaintiffs, the pri-
vatization contract was not merely a contract for the transfer of shares, but
it imposed a number of further obligations on both the vendors and the
buyers. Based on this, the vendors, as the defendants of the case, should
have fulfilled an obligation to have the electric power supply contract that
was concluded between Bakonyi Erõmû Rt. (Bakonyi Power Plant) and MVM
Rt. enforced by the Management of MVM Rt., while ÁPV Rt., as the majority
owner of MVM Rt., on the other hand, should have compelled the company
in its possession to take such measures. As the case now stands, the
plaintiffs tried to prove that the sole reason on their part to acquire shares
of Bakonyi Erõmû Rt. (Bakonyi Power Plant) was that they wanted to
implement the Inota project. The cancellation of the Inota project gave rise

to a situation of an excessive disparity in values. The plaintiffs tried to give further grounds to their
claim for damages, and  asked the court to confirm that because they were forced to close down
operating power stations and mines, the consequential increase in the costs of closure resulted in
a situation where the price paid for the power stations proved excessively disproportionate. The
Court of Arbitration called for the parties to resolve their dispute by reaching a settlement. In the
past six months the parties have held a number of negotiations and consulted experts, but failed
to each an agreement. Due to a delay in the provision of verification by the court appointed
experts, the dispute can only be settled in the second half of 2002 at the earliest.

With the resolution dated 29 January 2002, the Board of Directors of MVM Rt. approved the
release of a Statement of Intent to ERDECON Rt., which authorizes the management to invest in
a company to be established for the construction of a rubber waste processing plant. The invest-
ment would be realized by way of a capital increase to the value of HUF 900 million. The aim of
the investment is to implement the project. The total amount required for the project is estimated
at HUF 8.4 billion, to be incurred between 2002-2004 and financed mostly from credit. MVM Rt.,
for its part, would secure the necessary funds by way of investment (capital increase). 

The facility will produce marketable products,
under a Hungarian patent, from rubber waste, by way
of an environmentally-friendly process with extraordi-
narily high efficiency.

Following last year’s announcement of results, the
heads of MVM Rt. and of Miskolci Hõszolgáltató will
sign a contract for the reconstruction of the town’s
district heating system in the beginning of the year. This
is MVM Rt.’s first step towards the heat supply business.
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Plans for
2002

The new Electric Power Act (VET), adopted last December, will enter into force on
1 January 2003. It will play a decisive role in the 2002 operations of MVM Rt. In
preparing for the new situation, MVM Rt. will face the following decisive tasks:

Even after the liberalization of the electric power market, it will be expected to
fulfill its responsibilities in securing public utility services.
It must be prepared to adjust to competitive market conditions.
Its activities need to be extended and purposefully diversified.
The implementation of these tasks will be profoundly influenced by the condi-

tions under which it is to operate, out of which the following require consideration:
Overall economic conditions are favorable. The temporary international recession
is expected to come to an end from mid-year, crude oil prices are not rising,
domestic inflation has decreased, and demand for electric power is expected to
rise even further.
The establishment of the price of electric power in January 2002 affected MVM
Rt. seriously. The prevailing tariff conditions resulted in a negative price margin of
HUF 9.5 billion, while government intervention and other adjustment demands
gave rise to another HUF 44 billion in price margin deficit, resulting in profits not
realized by the Company.
There is no coverage for the accrued amount of HUF 10 billion owed to ÁKD,
which, with the interest taken into account, increased to HUF 12.5 billion by the
end of 2001. It is similarly uncertain whether the amount of HUF 10 billion/year
as indicated in the price review application will be taken into consideration.
The single most important duty of MVM Rt. is to ensure financial stability with

due consideration to the tasks to be performed and the prevailing conditions. This
can be achieved in 2002 only if the Company’s trading profit and net profit for the
year will be similar to those reached in 2000 and 2001.

The means to achieve this are as follows:
It is essential that the Company receive an extraordinary government subsidy
(approximately HUF 50 billion) in 2002 as well. 
Developmental activities must be subjected to compliance with financial indica-
tors as required by the international financial institutions.
Opportunities for additional revenues arising from foreign trade positions must
be fully taken advantage of, with support from a financially effective utilization of
the domestic electric power trade portfolio.
In preparing for the deregulation of the electric power market, the Company
needs to actively participate in the formation of a number of lower level statutes
to supplement the Electric Power Act.
It must implement the macro and micro organizational restructuring necessary for
the liberalization of the market. In relation to this, it will ensure that the opera-
tional staff approved by ÁPV Rt. will be available, by way of recruiting a quality
workforce to meet the new challenges.
Even under the current restrictive conditions, the Company should not refrain
from the extension of its activities and diversification, the two main directions of
which are telecommunication and heat supply as a public utility.

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Members

31 December 2001

FERENC BODROGI JÁNOS BUJÁK DR. ISTVÁN KARNER

DR. GYÖRGY MÉSZÁROS DR. ATTIL A I. SZÁSZ DR. ATTIL A SZÉKELY
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Report of the
Supervisory

Board

The Supervisory Board (SB) of MVM Rt. performed its responsibilities in the
accounting period in compliance with Act CXLIV of 1997 and in compliance with the
procedural rules in effect approved by the General Meeting.

In compliance with the rules of law and procedural rules applicable to the audit-
ing of the annual reports of the Company, the Supervisory Board, based on the sub-
mission of the „Annual Report of MVM Rt. for the Business year 2001” and of the
audit opinion expressed in the independent audit report, has put forward the
following records: 

Effective from 1 January 2001, the business report is no longer part of the annual
report. The issuance of the report, however, is still mandatory. By virtue of its
importance, it seems expedient to subject it to the approval of the general
meeting, along with the annual report itself.
MVM Rt. again complied with the requirements set by the regulatory rules of law
in 2001. It ensured a full and unrestricted supply for domestic consumers according
to regulations. It acted as sole licensee for the wholesale trading of electric power
for the period of 1 January 1996 to 31 December 2001, during which it per-
formed the responsibilities of system control. It contributed significantly to the
preparatory legislative effort in formulating the new Electric Energy Act. In prepa-
ration for the liberalization of the market, it provided capital to, and managed the
operation of, MAVIR Rt.
As far as profitability is concerned, the Company has closed a successful business
year. The net profit for the year of HUF 9.5 billion is in excess of the targeted HUF
7.1 billion. More specifically, the figure for trading profit was HUF 6.1 billion,
slightly more than the targeted HUF 6 billion.
In the context of profitability for the year, however, it should be noted that this
was made possible by way of a subsidy granted and provided in two installments
to the Company, amounting to HUF 32 billion in total. This was necessitated by
the establishment of the price of electric power for 2001, since the actual expenses
of MVM Rt. were not taken into consideration. MVM Rt., by virtue of this fact,

had requested an amount of HUF
47 billion. These factors deteriorate
the prospects of the Company for
the future to a considerable extent,
and the operation of the Company
should be viewed in light of these
facts in order to obtain a fair view.

•

•

•

•
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A greater-than-predicted growth in the need for electric power contributed to the profitability
of the Company. Savings in costs should also be noted, achieved by the Company through
efficient cost management and targeted measures.
It should be considered a significant achievement that, notwithstanding the deteriorating con-
ditions for operation, through the subsidy obtained and target-oriented management, the
Company managed to comply with the strict financial indicators prescribed by international
financial institutions. This is significant for the future rating of the Company for credit purposes.
As shown in the closing balance of the Price Differential Charge (ÁKD) at the end of 2001, MVM
Rt. has an outstanding balance receivable from the other participants of the system, and is
entitled to compensation representing the same amount. The amount of subsidy obtained did
not cover the amounts receivable under the ÁKD system, therefore the system will operate in
2002 as well.
Despite difficulties in operation, significant developments were brought about, the most signifi-
cant being the completion of the ÜRIK program (Modernization of the Control Technology of
the Operation Control System) and the commissioning of the MAHÁLIA system. The implemen-
tation of the telecommunication development project also advanced considerably. The latter
constitutes a step towards the diversification of operations and marketing the Company’s free
capacity in telecommunication.
Development also covered the restructuring of the Company in compliance with corporate
strategy in preparation for the deregulated market conditions. 
Despite the result cited above, the Supervisory Board draws the attention of the owners to the

fact that the future prospects of the Company are greatly contingent on
external conditions. As such, the lack of acknowledgement of the actual
costs of MVM Rt. in the set prices and the very fact of a deregulated mar-
ket poses a threat to the Company. The problem of missing revenues to
the amount of HUF 12 billion incurred at MVM Rt. due to ÁKD is yet to
be settled. This financial compensation is indispensable to the financing
of the operations of the Company. In the absence of the above-listed,
MVM Rt. will be at a considerable disadvantage compared to its
competitors.

Representatives of the Supervisory Board were present at the board
meetings on a regular basis. They noted the resolutions, and found that
the Board’s activities were not in deviation from applicable rules of law,
and that the adoption of resolutions was not in violation of the same.

Based on the findings detailed above, the Supervisory Board of MVM
Rt. proposes the acceptance by the general meeting of the annual report
and the business report of the Company for 2001, with a balance sheet
total of HUF 329,621 million and a net profit for the year of HUF 9,463

million, and it also proposes
that the net profit for the
year be placed into the
retained earnings.

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Independent
Auditor’s

Report

To the Owners/Shareholders of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt.

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt. as of
31 December 2001, which shows a total of assets equaling that of liabilities, amounting
to HUF 329,621 million, and a net profit for the year of HUF 4,463 million, the related
profit and loss statement for the subject year, and the supplement included in the
annual report of the Company for 2001. The Company’s management is responsible for
drafting the annual report. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the annual
report based on our audit, and to judge whether the business report is in harmony with
the annual report. The annual report was audited for approval by the forthcoming
general meeting and as such, does not cover the effects of resolutions that may be made
during such meeting. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing
and the applicable laws and regulations of Hungary. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain assurances of whether the annual report is free of
any material misstatements. An audit includes the examination, on a test basis, of evi-
dence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the annual report. An audit also
includes the assessment of the accounting principles used and significant estimates made
by the management, as well as the evaluation of the overall presentation of the annual report.

We have audited the annual report of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt., the parts and
items thereof, as well as its substantiation in reliance on accounting data and certificates
in proof of same, in compliance with the International Standards on Auditing, and we
have obtained reasonable assurances that the annual report has been prepared in comp-
liance with the provisions of the Act on Accountancy and with generally accepted
accounting principles. In our opinion, the annual report gives a true and fair view of the
asset, financial, and income position of Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt. as of 31 December
2001. The business report has been found in harmony with data in the annual report. 

Without qualifying our opinion, we draw the attention of the owners to:
First and third paragraphs of page 26 of the supplementary report and to the fact that
we have found assets under the item „work in progress” to the amount of HUF 1,400
million. The utilization of these assets in the future is contingent. The portfolio of HUF
13,513 million of the „work in progress” shall be reviewed in 2002 after providing the
assets to MAVIR Rt., the company established for system management. 

Prepared at Budapest, on 1 March 2002 

except for the decision of the Assembly on the payment of HUF 5,000 million dividend
for 2001 which is dated 15 April 2002. 

Gabr ie l la   V i rágh
Chartered Auditor

Pat r ick   Rogers
Partner

Ernst & Young Ltd.
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Resolution
of the General

Meeting
15 April 2002. 

The General Meeting of Magyar Villamos Mûvek
Részvénytársaság [Hungarian Power Companies
Ltd.] adopts the Report on the Company’s busi-
ness activities in the year 2001, as well as its
balance sheet and profit and loss statement for
2001, which was submitted by the Board of
Directors and compiled in accordance with the
Accounting Act, recognizing the reports of the
Supervisory Board and the independent auditor.
More specifically: the year 2001 balance sheet footing of the Joint Stock Company is HUF
329,621 million, that is three hundred and twenty nine billion six hundred and twenty
one million Hungarian forints, while the net profit for the year is HUF 9,463 million, that
is nine billion four hundred and sixty three million forints. The General Meeting orders
that the net profit for the year be placed into the retained earnings.

The General Meeting adopted Resolution No. 36/2002 (IV. 15.) on the proposal,
according to which MVM Rt. is subject to disburse as dividends HUF 5 billion, that is five
billion forints, out of the company's net profit of HUF 9,463 million, and is to place the
retained earnings of HUF 4,463 million, that is four billion four hundred and sixty three
million forints, into the profit reserve. With this supplement, the General Meeting adopts
the Report on the Company’s business activities in year 2001, as well as its balance sheet
and profit and loss statement for 2001, which was submitted by the Board of Directors
and compiled in accordance with the Accounting Act, and it has ordered the Company’s
management to publish the report within the statutory deadline.
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The officially regulated prices of electric power only allowed extremely limited elbow-room
for Magyar Villamos Mûvek Rt.’s business. Partly with a view to influence the rate of infla-
tion, and partly due to sociopolitical considerations, the government put a limit on the
price mark-up for electricity on 1 January 2001. The proportion of expenses acknowledged
as reasonable by a cost review of the Hungarian Energy Administration in 2000, but not
covered by the set price was balanced through the reduction of the MVM Rt.’s price
margin. This reduction was of such magnitude in the pricing measures of 1 July 2001 that
the Company was compelled to set a negative price margin in its business plan.

In spite of this, the corporate group closed a successful business year, thanks to
improved efficiency and strict cost management. The Company’s operating profit was as
targeted, amounting to approximately HUF 6 billion. However, its net profit for the year
came close to HUF 9.5 billion, in contrast with the targeted HUF 7.1 billion.

In last year’s electric power price situation, the Government provided an extraordinary
subsidy of HUF 32 billion in order to maintain the Company’s liquidity. In the interest of
achieving financial balance and in addition to the above factors, the allowance did not
cover the outstanding balance owed as part of the ÁKD (Price Differential Charge) on 31
December 2001, (intended essentially to compensate for any variation in hydrocarbon
prices), and MVM Rt. itself generated considerable profit.

In order to ensure its liquidity, MVM Rt. again took advantage of its favorable money
market rating and involved significant external resources in 2001. The portfolio of long
term loans the Company took advantage of for investment purposes approached the
figure of HUF 28 billion as of 31 December 2001, which was HUF 3.3 billion less than in the
previous year - in the past year the only project for which the Company applied for a loan was
ÜRIK, and capital repayments were far in excess of this figure.

Income from financial transactions increased considerably compared to the targeted
figures, and the figure for financial expenditures has decreased. The reason for this lies in
the fact that foreign exchange rates turned out to favor the Company more than expected,
and anticipated losses related to foreign exchange rates did not occur. With a view to the
management of cash flow requirements, a considerable amount of securities was marketed
and revenues from interests and other financial sources were enhanced by intensive
endorsement during the year.
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Jo int -SStock  Company 2000 2001 Di f ference

GWh GWh %
Dunamenti 5,696 5,332 93.61
Mátra 4,315 4,519 104.73
Tiszai 2,687 2,529 94.12
Borsodi 771 671 87.03
Bakonyi 258 288 111.63
Vértesi 1,826 1,762 96.50
Pécsi 727 545 74.97
Budapesti 615 572 93.01
Paksi 13,347 13,291 99.58
Csepeli 670 2,044 305.07
Total 30,912 31,553 102.07

table  1
Electric Power Purchased

from the Power Companies 

Jo int -SStock  Company 2000 2001 Di f ference

GWh GWh %
ELMÛ 9,163 9,620 104.99
ÉDÁSZ 7,589 7,745 102.06
DÉDÁSZ 4,219 4,281 101.47
ÉMÁSZ 5,307 5,350 100.81
DÉMÁSZ 3,939 3,963 100.61
TITÁSZ 3,659 3,263 89.18
Tota l 33,876 34,222 101.02

table  2
Sales to Power

Supply Companies

Per iod GWh

Base 3,440
Actua l 3 ,171
Di f fe rence -  269

table
Foreign Trading

Balance
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Descr ipt ion 2000 2001

Long-term loans
Wor ld  Bank (WB) 2,164 1,968
European Investment Bank (EIB) - -

To companies in majority ownership 113 106
Hous ing loans 81 69
Tota l  long-term loans 2,358 2,143

Por t ion of  long term loans  that  are  due wi th in  one year :
VB 795 784

Other  shor t  te rm loans
Loans to companies in majority ownership 35 155
Loans to  other  companies - -
Tota l  shor t - term loans 830 939
Tota l   loans 3,188 3,082

table  4
Loans Extended through

MVM Rt. (year-end
portfolio, HUF million)

Descr ipt ion 2000 2001
Investment and development loans 30,258 27,261
From th is :  Wor ld  Bank Loan 19,379 17,916

EIB loan 7,671 6,428
Syndicated loan 3,208 2,917

Long-term loan 1,007 703
MKB,  OTP,  C IB  loans 7,500 -
Tota l 38,765 27,964

table  5
Long-term liabilities

(in HUF million)
(Excluding installments due in

the following year)
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Descr ipt ion 2000 2001
Investment  and deve lopment  loans 2,490 3,394
From th is :  Wor ld  Bank loan 1,442 2,397

EIB loan 756 705
Syndicated loan 292 292

Long-term loans 269 259
Tota l 2,759 3,653

Descr ipt ion 2000 2001
Income from financial transactions 20,803 8,341

• Interests received and similar incomel 4,137 3,689
• Dividends received 13,122 3,729
• Other income from financial activities 3,544 923

Expenses on financial transactions 7,339 3,727
• Interest payable and other interest cost 4,173 3,306
• Investment write-offs and write-ups - -1,220
• Other expenses on financial transactions 3,166 1,641
Profit  on  financial  transactions 13,464 4,614

table  7
Profit on Financial

Transactions (HUF million)

table  6
Repayment Installments for
the Following Year of Loans

Drawn by MVM Rt.
(HUF million) 
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Descr ipt ion Per formance  for   Jan-DDec  2001
Transmission grid

• development 2 919,5
• improvement 2 111,3
• MAHALIA 244,9
• infrastructure (ÜRIK) 989,2
• environmental protection 2,9

Telecommunications Development Project (TFP) 4 990,6
Gas Turbine Power Plants

• Secondary auxiliary gas turbines 51,4
• Lõrinci Gas Turbine 477,1

Telecommunication 707,8
Information technology 408,7
Buildings and other facilities, procurements 715,4
Tota l 13  209,6

Descr ipt ion At   Nomina l   Va lue
Total shares owned by MVM Rt.
as of 31 December 2000 160,424

Total increase (up to 31 December 2001) 631,0
• Equity capital increase at MAVIR Rt. 610,0
• Purchase of Paksi Atomerõmû Rt. shares 6,0
• Purchase of EKS-Service Kft. business quota 15,0

Tota l   shares   owned  by  MVM  Rt .   as
of   31  December   2001 161,055

table  8
Financial Performance

of MVM Rt.’s
Developments in 2001

(HUF million)

table  9
Trends in the Participation

of MVM Rt. in 2001
(figures in HUF million)
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Descr ipt ion 2001 2001 Deviat ion
target actual %

Electric power industry 358,300 374,372 104.5
Other divisions 1,706 2,352 137.9
Other income 47,661 33,853 71.0
Financial transactions 6,456 8,341 129.2
Extraordinary income - 2 -
Tota l 414,123 418,920 101.2

Descr ipt ion 2001 2001 Deviat ion
target actual %

Electric power industry 398,461 398,707 100.1
Other divisions 777 1,309 168.5
Other income 2,435 4,423 181.6
Financial transactions 5,164 3,727 72.2
Extraordinary income 182 1,291 709.3
Total 407,019 409,457 100.6

Descr ipt ion Income Expenditure Earnings
Electric power industry 374,372 398,707 - 24,335
Other divisions 2,352 1,309 1,043
Other income - expenditure 33,853 4,423 29,430
Financial transactions 8,341 3,727 4,614
Extraordinary income - expenditure 2 1,291 - 1,289
Tota l 418,920 409,457 9,463

table  10
Income

(HUF million)

table  11
Composition of Costs and
Expenditure (HUF million)

table  12
MVM Rt.’s Earnings

(HUF million)
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Item Opening Closing Difference
Postition Postition

Fixed assets 258,024 257,271 -753
• Intangible assets 2,101 2,368 267
• Tangible assets 96,434 98,481 2,047
• Investments 159,489 156,422 -3,067
Current assets 49,126 57,300 8 174
• Inventories 481 792 311
• Receivables 24,129 34,274 10,145
• Securities 6,034 11,939 5,904
• Liquid assets 18,482 10,295 -8,187
Accrued and deferred assets 11,574 15,050 3,475
Total  assets 318,724 329,621 10,897

table  13
Assets

(HUF million)

Item Opening  Postition Closing  Postition Difference
Shareholders’ equity 247,081 251,544 4,463

• Issued share capital 199,687 199,687 -
• Capital reserve 31,257 31,257 -
• Retained earnings 3,853 16,137 12,284
• Net profit for the year 12,284 4,463 -7,821

Provisions - 2,174 2,174
Liabilities 68,359 67,895 -464

• Long term 38,765 27,964 -10,801
• Current 29,594 39,931 10,337

Accrued expenses 3,284 8,008 4,724
Total  Liabilities 318,724 329,621 10,897

table  14
Liabilities

(HUF million)
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Item Increase Decrease
Short-term loans - 10
Short-term credits 1,203 -
Trade creditors 2,117 -
Short-term liabilities in

affiliated enterprise 7,035 -
Other current liabilities - 8

table  15
Current Liabilities

(HUF million)

I tem Increase Decrease
Effect of change in fixed assets 753 -
Change in current assets excluding liquid assets - 10,456
Effect of change in securities - 5,905
Accrued and deferred assets - 3,476
Increase in shareholders’ equity 4,463 -
Change in provisions 2,174 -
Change in liabilities - 464
Accrued expenses 4,724 -
Total effects 12,114 20,301
Change  in  liquid  assets - 88,187

table  16
Changes in Liquid

Assets (HUF million)
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Abbreviations and Terms Used in the Text

ÁPV  Rt .   
CENTREL
MAHALIA
MVM  Rt .
MAVIR  Rt .

OVIT  Rt .
ÜRIK

ELMÛ  Rt .
ÉDÁSZ  Rt .
DÉDÁSZ  Rt .
ÉMÁSZ  Rt .
DÉMÁSZ  Rt .
T ITÁSZ  Rt .
WB
EIB

Stand-bby  system

ORACLE
VET
SAP
TFP
GM
ÁKD
„unbundl ing”  pr inc ip le

MBA
TVF
SDH
upgrade
ÖVG
KORELL
OPGW
SZMSZ
PCB
UCTE

n-11  principle  on
safety  of  supply

Secondary  reserve  (SZTI)

Állami Privatizációs és Vagyonkezelõ Rt. [State Privatization and Holding Company]
Association for the Coordination of Polish, Czech, Slovak and Hungarian Electric Power Companies
MVM Rt. Computerized Information System for Electric Reserve and Telecommunication Network
Magyar Villamos Mûvek Részvénytársaság[Hungarian Power Companies Ltd.]
Magyar Villamosenergia-ipari Rendszerirányító Részvénytársaság [Hungarian Power Industrial System   

Control Company Ltd.]
Országos Villamostávvezeték Részvénytársaság [National Power Line Company]
Üzemirányítási Rendszer Irányítástechnikai Korszerûsítése [Modernization of the Control Technology 

of the Operation Control System]
Budapesti Elektromos Mûvek Rt. [Budapest Electric Company]
Észak-dunántúli Áramszolgáltató Rt. [Northwest Hungary Electricity Supply Company]
Dél-dunántúli Áramszolgáltató Rt. [Southwest Hungary Electricity Supply Company]
Észak-magyarországi Áramszolgáltató Rt. [Northern Hungary Electricity Supply Company]
Dél-magyarországi Áramszolgáltató Rt. [Southern Hungary Electricity Supply Company]
Tiszántúli Áramszolgáltató Rt. [Eastern Hungary Electricity Supply Company]
World Bank
European Investment Bank
Indicates that the breakdown of one grid element at a time will not restrain system operation under
any technically possible and operationally reasonable system conditions without the utilization of
the adjacent power systems (assistance in the event of breakdowns is admissible under contract) and
the limitation of consumer capacities (capacity limitations stipulated in a contract are admissible),
and the part of the system remaining in operation continues to fulfill the technical requirements and
the breakdown does not spread throughout the system.
system ensuring stand-by status
Rotary or quick start cold reserve or switch-off block lining or performance employable from another
electric energy system providing secondary regulation, by which the nominal value of grid frequency
and the balance of interchanged performance can be restored within 15 minutes.
The operational management system
Electric Power Act
Integrated Administration and Control System
Telecommunications Development Project
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Price Differential Charge
Separation. The separation of intertwined activities in terms of accounting, management, and

perhaps even ownership.
Master of Business Administration
Telecommunications Carrier Frequency
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SAP system version change (from SAP 40 B to SAP 46 C)
Österreichische Verbundgesellschaft, Austrian power company
A kind of pylon
Optical Ground Wire (optical cable)
Organizational and Operational Regulations
polychlorinated biphenyls (a group of compounds)
Union for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity
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